1. Her wedding is on the _____ of May.  (A) two eight  
   (B) twenty-eighth  (C) twenty-eighth  (D) twentieth and eighth
2. Last Sunday, we _____ on Lake Wingo in my sister’s boat.  (A) saw  
   (B) swam  (C) sailed  (D) snowed
3. The students learned how to _____ their robots remotely.  (A) care  
   (B) control  (C) caution  (D) communicate
4. We stopped at the service station to have the tank _____ with gas.  
   (A) filled  (B) filling  (C) fill  (D) to fill
5. Several students are going _____ class on Thursday.  (A) miss  
   (B) to miss  (C) missing  (D) will miss
6. Marty became an electrician and I did _____ .  (A) become  
   (B) too  (C) added  (D) neither
7. That restaurant serves a lot of spicy _____ salty food.  (A) but
   (B) though  (C) and  (D) with
8. The dishwasher is completely _____ .  (A) hungry  
   (B) lonely  (C) empty  (D) honest
9. Seven police cars arrived at the scene of the _____ .  (A) attention  
   (B) accident  (C) appliance  (D) advertisement
10. My sister ordered the daily _____ from the menu.  (A) spectacle  
    (B) special  (C) speaker  (D) spark
11. He always keeps his wallet _____ his back pocket.  (A) on
    (B) behind  (C) in  (D) beside
12. You can either rent _____ buy these skateboards.  (A) or  
    (B) and  (C) nor  (D) either
13. We just _____ an apartment, so there isn’t much money left.  
    (A) proposed  (B) produced  (C) purchased  (D) punished
14. Schools are legally _____ for the safety of their students.  
    (A) convenient  (B) popular  (C) responsible  (D) dangerous
15. I am quite _____ that he will come to my aid. He is someone I can trust.  
    (A) sorry  (B) active  (C) willing  (D) positive
    (A) generous  (B) humble  (C) jealous  (D) greedy
17. Laura _____ four books since 1998, and she is working on her fifth.  
    (A) has writing  (B) wrote  (C) writes  (D) has written
18. Vick left his office early because he __ a bad toothache.
   (A) had       (B) having      (C) is having    (D) would have

   (A) will see   (B) am seeing   (C) have seen   (D) see

20. As soon as the light turned red, Maurice __ his car.
   (A) stops      (B) stopping     (C) stopped    (D) was stopping

21. Lying to your teachers __ you a bad student.
   (A) makes      (B) make        (C) making     (D) to make

22. Did you hear the birds __ in the tree? They sounded so happy!
   (A) sang       (B) are singing  (C) singing    (D) to sing

23. When I got tired, I stopped __.
   (A) to work    (B) working      (C) worked     (D) to be working

24. Rene doesn’t come __ for us to know her.
   (A) often enough (B) enough often (C) too often (D) very often

25. These plants need to __.
   (A) water      (B) watering     (C) be watering (D) be watered

26. If the heavy rain continued, the game will have to __.
   (A) cancel     (B) be cancelled  (C) be canceling (D) cancelled

27. These directions are __. Could you explain them to me?
   (A) confused   (B) confuse       (C) confuses    (D) confusing

28. Call me for help if you __ in the city. I’ll try to find you.
   (A) lose       (B) lost         (C) get lost    (D) are losing

29. If the heavy rain continues, the game will have to __.
   (A) cancel     (B) be cancelled  (C) be canceling (D) cancelled

30. Bring your umbrella. It __ rain later.
   (A) might      (B) should       (C) has to      (D) might have

31. Bob failed the test. He __ studied harder.
   (A) had        (B) must have    (C) may have   (D) should have

32. You __ stop at a stop sign or you’ll be fined.
   (A) must       (B) may          (C) would      (D) could

33. I’d rather __ the movie. I heard it’s excellent.
   (A) watching   (B) not watch    (C) don’t watch (D) watch

34. Either you or he __ to take out the garbage.
   (A) have       (B) are          (C) will be     (D) has

35. Not only Jeff but also his two brothers __ baseball well.
   (A) plays      (B) are played   (C) play        (D) playing

36. I left my wallet __ at home or in my office.
   (A) both       (B) either        (C) neither    (D) or
37. Tracy loves shopping, and ___.
   (A) so is Nina (B) Nina is too (C) so does Nina (D) so loves Nina

38. Both Greg and Lily ___ going hiking.
   (A) enjoy (B) enjoys (C) enjoying (D) are enjoyed

39. Everybody knows ___ the world is round.
   (A) if (B) that (C) how (D) when

40. ___ he has lied to his parents many times, they still trust him.
   (A) Even though (B) As (C) Only if (D) Since

41. My ___ is a member of the gymnastics club. (A) cream (B) course (C) cousin (D) cost

42. You need to _____ that shirt. (A) butter (B) better (C) button (D) bother

43. She _____ her meeting with the marketing department. (A) cleaned (B) carted (C) cancelled (D) concerned

44. The train was _____ crowded that we had to stand. (A) too (B) so (C) such (D) very

45. They'll surely end up _____ you for it. (A) thank (B) thanking (C) thanks (D) thought

46. Each of them tends to focus _____ one kind of dish. (A) of (B) in (C) on (D) under

47. David enjoys _____ to the beach in the summer. (A) goes (B) went (C) going (D) go

48. My boss has agreed to let me take part _____ the project. (A) of (B) in (C) on (D) under

49. Brad dreams of _____ a famous singer one day. (A) be (B) was (C) being (D) is

50. Gavin was too busy, so he quit _____ on the soccer team. (A) to play (B) plays (C) playing (D) played
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